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Consumer-grade cameras are generally low-cost and available off-the-shelf, so having multicamera photogrammetric systems for
3D reconstruction is both financially feasible and practical. Such systems can be deployed in many different types of
applications: infrastructure health monitoring, cultural heritage documentation, bio-medicine, as-built surveys, and indoor or
outdoor mobile mapping for example. A geometric system calibration is usually necessary before a data acquisition mission in
order for the results to have optimal accuracy. A typical system calibration must address the estimation of both the interior and
the exterior, or relative, orientation parameters for each camera in the system. This article reviews different ways of performing
a calibration of a photogrammetric system consisting of multiple cameras. It then proposes a methodology for the simultaneous
estimation of both the interior and the relative orientation parameters which can work in several different types of scenarios
including a multicamera multisystem calibration. A rigorous in situ system calibration was successfully implemented and tested.
The same algorithm is able to handle the equivalent to a traditional-style bundle adjustment, that is, a network solution without
constraints, for a single or multicamera calibrations, and the proposed bundle adjustment with built-in relative orientation
constraints for the calibration of a system or multiple systems of cameras.

1. Introduction

A photogrammetric system consists of one or multiple digital
cameras. In the case of a single camera [1], it would have to
be moving or sequentially occupying varying camera sta-
tions. This scenario would only work for objects that remain
shape-invariant throughout the image recording session due
to the time lapse between the varying camera station expo-
sures. Preferably, an array or a cluster of cameras should be
used in the scenarios where the shape of the object of interest
may be changing with time [2]. The availability of inexpen-
sive digital cameras has made the use of such multisensor
systems more and more common. Their employment in
mobile mapping applications [3, 4], dense matching of
imagery [5, 6], biomedical and motion-capture metric
applications [2, 7], infrastructure health monitoring [8, 9],

and the generation of photo scenes from multiple sensors
[10] has become frequent occurrence.

Sensor calibration is known to be a critical quality
assurance measure to maximize photogrammetric accuracy.
This is even more so in the case of a multicamera system. A
correct system calibration is essential for the accurate recon-
struction of 3D object space required in photogrammetric
applications. For this purpose, a mathematical model based
on built-in relative orientation constraints (ROCs) is
reviewed and further improved by modifying it to handle
both single and multiple reference camera(s).

The next section summarizes the different types of
system calibrations depending on whether the cameras are
precalibrated or calibrated in situ and whether the estimation
of the relative orientation parameters is performed in a two-
or a one-step procedure. The preferred system calibration
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method for the simultaneous estimation of all system cal-
ibration parameters is proposed and tested.

2. System Calibration Methodology

The geometric calibration of a system comprising multiple
cameras has two components: a camera calibration of each
camera in the system and an estimation of the position
and orientation of the cameras involved in the system with
respect to a reference camera. The next subsections discuss
various options for accomplishing the estimation of a
system calibration.

2.1. Solution for the Interior Orientation Parameters. The
camera calibration necessitates estimating the interior
orientation parameters (IOPs) of each camera, which include
the principal distance, the principal point offset, and any
necessary distortion or additional parameters. This has been
heavily addressed in photogrammetric literature. For
consumer-grade digital cameras that can be purchased off-
the-shelf, the preferred procedure for estimating the IOPs
is a bundle adjustment with self-calibration [11, 12]. The
distortion models are found in Brown [13] and Brown
[14], while the analytical basis for the adjustment is pub-
lished in Kenefick et al. [15] and Granshaw [16]. Clarke
and Fryer [17] and Remondino and Fraser [18] include
recommendations on how to carry out the calibration
procedure for a single camera. In addition, Chandler
et al. [19] and Fraser [20] show examples for the calibra-
tion of digital cameras that are specifically low-cost/off-
the-shelf.

The calibration process can be performed in a specialized
laboratory or on the job (i.e., in situ). Which type of calibra-
tion should be chosen depends on the project specifics. In the
case of a photogrammetric system comprising a few cameras
(e.g., two to three), the calibration process can successfully be
carried out individually for each camera before the
commencement of any data collection. Yet, if many cameras
are involved in the system in question (e.g., four or more),
precalibrating each one of them individually might be too
time-consuming. Additionally, it may not be desirable to
dismount and then remount the cameras from the system
platform every time they need to be recalibrated. In such
circumstances, performing the camera calibration on the
job or in situ may be more practical and/or feasible. The chal-
lenge of such an in situ system calibration is the first order
network design problem, that is, having a network geometry
that will produce a solution for the unknown parameters
with an acceptable variance-covariance matrix. For instance,
sufficient number of target points with a well-distributed
spread within the image format must be present for each
camera. At the same time, multistation convergent images
must be taken such that isotropic coordinate precision for
the object space reconstruction is achieved. For a stationary
camera system, this network configuration can be emulated
by conducting numerous translations and rotations of a por-
table test field within the field of view of the cameras in the
system [21–25]. It is worth clarifying that even though the
camera system is physically stationary and the test field is

the one translated and rotated, the adjustment is handled
inversely as if the test field is kept stationary and the camera
system is the one moving. In this way, for each instance of
translation and rotation, the number of exterior orientation
parameters (EOPs) added to the adjustment is lesser than
the number of 3D coordinates for the object space target
points, and the total number of unknowns in the adjustment
is thus minimized. Note that ideally this portable test field
should be in 3D so that any projective compensation or high
correlations within and between the IOPs and EOPs can be
decoupled [15, 22–25].

2.2. Solution for the Camera Mounting Parameters. Before
the beginning of a data collection campaign, the position
and the orientation of the cameras in the systemmust be esti-
mated in addition to the IOPs. This can be done with respect
to a reference camera or some other type of a reference frame
(e.g., an IMU body frame). These parameters are referred to
as the relative orientation parameters (ROPs) or the camera
mounting parameters (CMPs), that is, the parameters
describing how each camera is attached to the system
platform. Assuming that the CMPs are defined relative to a
reference camera, they consist of positional, r, and rotational,
R, offsets between each camera and the reference camera.
These components can also be referred to as the lever
arm (baseline) and (angular) boresight, respectively. The
estimation of the CMPs can be done in a two-step or a
one-step process [26]. Both type of processes are reviewed
in the next two subsections.

2.2.1. Two-Step CMP Estimation. The first step in the two-
step procedure for providing a solution for the CMPs is
estimating the EOPs for each of the cameras in the system.
A traditional-style bundle adjustment, that is, a network
solution based on the collinearity equations and without
any constraints, is normally used for the purpose of
completing this first step (see (1) and (2)). Note that time
dependency is assumed here in order to have a general
model, that is, a model that can handle both stationary
or moving sensors or objects.

rmI = rmck t + λ
ck
i · Rm

ck
t · rcki t , 1

where rmI contains the coordinates of object space point, I,
with respect to the mapping frame m; rmck t and Rm

ck
t

are the time-dependent positional and rotational parame-
ters or the EOPs of camera ck with respect to the mapping
frame m at time t; λ is the image to object space scale;
and the expression

rcki t =
xcki − xckp − Δxcki
ycki − yckp − Δycki
−cck

2

contains the distortion-free coordinates of image space point,
i, or the distortion-free projection of point I in the frame of
camera ck, where xcki , y

ck
i are the observed or distorted

image coordinates for point i; xckp , yckp is the principal point
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offset; cck is the principal distance; and Δxcki , Δy
ck
i are the

image space distortions for point i.
The second step in this process uses the estimated EOPs

at time t to compute the CMPs using (3) and (4) [4].

rcrck t = Rm
cr
t

T
· rmck t − rmcr t , 3

where rcrck t is the time-dependent 3D lever arm/positional
offset or translation between camera ck and the reference

camera cr , that is, ΔXcr
ck ΔY

cr
ck ΔZcr

ck

T
rmcr t and Rm

cr
t are

the time-dependent positional and rotational parameters or
the EOPs of the reference camera cr with respect to the
mapping frame m; and rmck t is the time-dependent posi-
tional component of the EOPs of camera ck.

Rcr
ck
t = Rm

cr
t

T
· Rm

ck
t , 4

where Rcr
ck t is the time-dependent 3D boresight/rotational

offset between camera ck and the reference camera cr , which
is a function of Δωcr

ck , Δφcr
ck
, and Δκcrck , and Rm

ck
t is the time-

dependent rotational component of the EOPs of camera ck.
If the EOPs are estimated in a single observation epoch,

there would accordingly be a single set of computed CMPs.
If the EOPs are, however, estimated in two or more observa-
tion epochs, the resultant redundant sets of time-dependent
CMPs can be averaged and their standard deviations can be
calculated [4, 22–25]. Note, however, that rotation averaging
should not be performed with Euler angles [27]. The point of
averaging is to compute the best estimate of a random
variable while minimizing the sum of squared errors. Averag-
ing Euler angles, that is, sequential rotational parameters,
does not minimize a meaningful cost function. Instead, for
sound rotation averaging, quaternions or angle-axis repre-
sentation must be used as they can minimize several cost
functions, which are listed in Hartley et al. [27]. In addition,
the rotational and positional parameters are often correlated.
It should also be highlighted that if the reference camera does
not observe the test field in certain observation epochs, these
observation epochs cannot contribute to the estimations of
the CMPs. Moreover, if the field of view of a particular
camera does not overlap with the one for the reference
camera (i.e., the two cameras cannot observe the test field
simultaneously in any of the observation epochs), the CMPs
of the camera in question cannot be directly estimated as in
(3) and (4). A work-around procedure exploiting the overlap
with other cameras in the system must be then implemented.

Using constraint equations for the EOPs in the network
solution in order to enforce an invariant geometrical rela-
tionship between the cameras at different times [10, 28–33]
may mitigate some of the mentioned problems. The benefit
of using EOP constraint equations in the bundle adjustment
is that it is not necessary to perform any averaging. This is the
case since no matter which observation epoch is used, the
same values for the CMPs would be computed with (3) and
(4). The disadvantages of this method are that it is still
technically a two-step process, a work-around procedure is
necessary for computing the CMPs of any cameras, which

do not overlap with the reference camera in any of the obser-
vation epochs, and the complexity of the implementation
procedure intensifies with the increase of the number of cam-
eras in the system and the number of observation epochs [4].
Given these drawbacks, especially the complexity consider-
ation, this type of network solution is not implemented as
part of this research.

2.2.2. One-Step CMP Estimation. A one-step procedure for
estimating the CMPs is desired in order to avoid a separate
estimation step for the CMPs and potential work-around
procedures for addressing situations where a camera does
not have any overlap with the reference camera in any obser-
vation epoch. This can be accomplished by directly incorpo-
rating ROCs among all cameras and the reference camera in
the collinearity-equation-based network solution [4, 29, 30].

rmI = rmcr t + Rm
cr
t · rcrck + λcki · Rm

cr
t · Rcr

ck
· rcki t 5

The CMPs, rcrck and R
cr
ck , in (5) are now explicitly treated as

time-independent parameters. In other words, it is assumed
that the CMPs for the system of multiple cameras remain
stable during all observation epochs within a given system
calibration campaign. Also, the EOPs of the reference
camera, rmcr t and Rm

cr
t , now represent the EOPs of the

system platform. This model is relatively straightforward to
implement as it preserves its simplicity regardless of the
number of cameras employed or the number of observation
epochs used. As the number of cameras and the number of
observation epochs increase, it significantly reduces the num-
ber of unknowns to solve compared to the traditional-style
bundle adjustment. It should be noted that when the observa-
tion equations for the reference camera, cr , are established,
(5) reduces to (6), because the lever arm vector is set to zero,
rcrcr = 0 0 0 T , and the boresight rotation matrix is set to iden-
tity, Rcr

cr = 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 . The difference between
the mathematical models for the traditional-style bundle
adjustment (1) and the one with built-in ROCs (5) is visually
summarized in Figure 1.

rmI = rmcr t + λcri · Rm
cr
t · rcri t 6

2.3. Simultaneous IOP and CMP Estimation. There are four
possible types of a calibration of a system with multiple cam-
eras that can be performed given the options for estimating
the IOPs and the CMPs. Recall that individual cameras can
be either precalibrated or multiple cameras can be calibrated
in situ and that the CMPs can be either estimated via the
EOPs in a two-step process or directly in a one-step process.
The four scenarios are summarized in Table 1 and explained
in more detail as follows:

(1) The first system calibration scenario involves precali-
brating all cameras individually and computing the
CMPs in a two-step procedure via the EOPs. It is
not desirable, because it may not be practical to pre-
calibrate many cameras and/or the IOPs of the preca-
librated cameras may not be stable. In addition, in
situations where the reference camera does not
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observe the test field in certain observation epochs, or
certain cameras do not have any overlap with the
reference camera, the CMP estimation may be
ambiguous or not even possible.

(2) The second system calibration scenario involves
calibrating all cameras in situ and computing the
CMPs in a two-step procedure via the EOPs. Note
that the IOPs and the EOPs here are estimated
simultaneously. As long as the necessary network
configuration can be provided, this procedure is
more practical in terms of the camera calibration
aspect. It is, however, still not a preferred approach
due to the drawbacks listed with regard to the two-
step CMP estimation.

(3) The third system calibration scenario involves preca-
librating all cameras individually and estimating the
CMPs in a single step. This procedure may be accept-
able for a system with a low number of cameras (e.g.,
one to three) as long as the individual camera IOPs
remain stable from the point in time when the IOPs

are estimated to the point in time when the cameras
are set up for the CMP estimation.

(4) The fourth system calibration scenario involves
calibrating all cameras in situ and estimating the
CMPs in a single step. Note that the IOPs and the
CMPs here are estimated simultaneously. Again, as
long as the necessary network configuration can be
provided, this procedure is the most desirable one
because all unknown parameters are estimated
simultaneously in a single step.

2.4. Multicamera Multisystem Calibration. The ability to
handle multiple reference cameras in the bundle adjustment
with built-in relative orientation constraints is a valuable
contribution of the proposed procedure for system calibra-
tion. Essentially, all cameras participating in the system
calibration adjustment are assigned to or selected as a
reference camera, and there can be as many reference
cameras as the total number of participating cameras. Thus,
the adjustment is not limited to a single reference camera.
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Figure 1: Mathematical model for 3D reconstruction using the traditional-style collinearity-equation-based bundle adjustment with no
constraints (a) versus the one using built-in ROCs (b); (0,0,0) denotes the origin of the mapping frame; c1, c2, and c3 are example cameras
1, 2, and 3, respectively; and cr is the reference camera.

Table 1: Possible types of system calibrations.

IOPs/CMPs Two-step CMP estimation One-step CMP estimation

Individual cameras, precalibrated (1) Not desirable IOPs→ EOPs→ CMPs (3) May be acceptable IOPs→ CMPs

Multiple cameras, calibrated in situ
(2) More practical but still not preferred

(IOPs & EOPs→ CMPs) (4) Most desirable (IOPs & CMPs)
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This is significant, because it provides the flexibility of
performing the following types of calibrations within the
same algorithm:

(i) Calibration of a single camera—the camera in ques-
tion is selected as a reference camera; this scenario
reduces to a regular single camera calibration, where
the unknowns are the IOPs of the camera, the EOPs
for each image, and the X,Y,Z coordinates for all the
target points.

(ii) Calibration of a single system of multiple cameras—all
the available cameras are assigned to the same refer-
ence camera; other than the IOPs for all the cameras
and the X,Y,Z coordinates for all the target points,
the unknowns here are the EOPs for the one refer-
ence camera and the CMPs for all other cameras with
respect to the reference camera.

(iii) Calibration of multiple systems with multiple cam-
eras within the same adjustment—the cameras are
divided into groups where each group is assigned a
different reference camera; note that in the most
general case, each group corresponds to a physically
different system. Other than the IOPs and X,Y,Z
coordinates already mentioned, the unknowns in
this scenario are the EOPs for the multiple reference
cameras and the CMPs for the remaining cameras in
each system with respect to their corresponding
reference camera; note that the observations coming
from a particular camera affect the EOPs of only its
corresponding reference camera.

(iv) Calibration of multiple cameras without any ROCs
within the same adjustment—if multiple cameras
need to be calibrated, but they are not employed
within a stable system, each camera is selected as a
reference camera; this scenario reduces to a regular
multiple camera calibration, and it is basically a
special case of the previous one where each camera
is treated as its own system.

3. Experiment Setup

A multicamera system was employed in a structures labora-
tory for the purposes of this research initiative. This system
is described here, as are both a newly designed calibration test
field and a routine for acquiring calibration data.

3.1. Example System Setup. The photogrammetric system
employed in this research work consisted of eight digital
cameras. The camera bodies used were Canon EOS 1000D/
Rebel XS DSLR with Canon EF-S 18–55mm f/3.5–5.6 zoom
kit lenses. A 22.2mm× 14.8mm complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) solid state sensor was present in
each camera body [34]. Image resolution of 10.1 mega pixels
(i.e., 3888 pixels along the image width and 2592 pixels along
the image height) was possible. A square pixel size with a
nominal dimension of 5.71μm was assumed. The pixel size
was computed by dividing the dimensions of the effective

sensor size by the number of pixels in the corresponding
direction. For this research project, the cameras were
mounted on a steel frame via tripod heads with three degrees
of freedom. The tripod heads were necessary to point the
cameras towards the specimen of interest. The cameras were
configured and synchronized so that nonblurred images of
both stationary/static and kinematic/dynamic objects could
be taken. After the cameras were focused on the specimen
surface, the focus and zoom rings of the lenses were locked
with electrical tape, and the auto-focus, the vibration reduc-
tion, and the sensor cleaning functions of the cameras were
disabled in order to minimize any potential camera instabil-
ity as much as possible.

The camera system was suspended from an overhang-
ing metal frame (see Figure 2). This configuration was
chosen so that the system can observe the top surface of
a concrete beam while it was being deformed by a hydrau-
lic actuator. The array of cameras was set up in such a
way that the optical axes of the cameras were converging
as much as possible at the object of interest. The conver-
gence angle between consecutive cameras varied from 0°

to 20° and was approximately 70° between the first and
last cameras (see Figure 3). This convergent network
geometry allows for near-isotropic coordinate precision to
be achieved. The nominal principal distance of the cam-
eras varied between 22mm and 28mm. Principal distances
on the lower end were used for the central cameras, while
ones on the higher end were set for the end cameras.

3.2. Portable Calibration Test Field and Routine for In Situ
System Calibration. Before the commencement of any actual
experiments, in situ calibration data had to be collected by
the system. The time allocated for the collection of the cali-
bration data was approximately 15 to 30 minutes. The in situ
calibration data collection involved translating and rotating a
portable test field above the object(s)/surface(s) of interest.
The test field used in this research was a 2D reinforced
plywood sheet with a four by three grid of coded targets
and an eleven by eight grid of checkerboard targets (see
Figure 4(a)). While a 3D test field would have been pre-
ferred, the use of a 2D test field was more practical given
the laboratory conditions and the object of interest at
hand. The coded targets were only used for automating
the target labelling and solving the image-point corre-
spondence problem. The target coding system and the soft-
ware used to automatically identify the codes were created
in-house. The image point measurements for the checker-
board targets were first made with the Harris corner detector.
Then, a subpixel optimization algorithm in OpenCV [35]
was used to further refine them. The centre of the test
field was the origin of the local coordinate system. If the
test field was placed in front of the system, the orientation
of the X-, Y-, and Z-axes was chosen so that the Z-axis
would point in the general direction of the z-axis of the
reference camera (see Figure 4(b)). Additionally, a piece
of the test field was cut out by design. This allowed for
the test field to fit around the piston of the hydraulic
actuator at the cost of losing only three checkerboard
targets (see Figure 5).
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Suspended setup showing the hydraulic actuator, the concrete beam specimen (a), and a close-up of the camera system (b); note
that the circular targets on the floor and the circular checkerboard targets on the actuator frame were placed for another project and are
not relevant for this research.
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−0.5

0.5
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Z
 (m
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−1.5 −1 −0.5 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.50

Figure 3: Camera configuration for the suspended system setup; the camera stations are shown as black circles, and the convention used for
the camera axes is as follows: x-axis (red) is along the object of interest, y-axis (not shown) is across the object of interest, and z-axis (blue) is
away from the object of interest.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: The portable calibration test field showing the origin and the orientation of the local coordinate system (a) and the coordinate
system used for a particular camera (b).
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Series of images of the test field were taken simulta-
neously from as many cameras as possible. Given the test
field employed was in 2D, care was taken to partially mitigate
any projective compensation or high correlations between
the interior and exterior orientation parameters, namely,
convergent network geometry, and rolls of the test field were
implemented. In each observation epoch, the position and
orientation of the test field with respect to the reference cam-
era were altered. For example, with κ ≅ 0° or 180° (i.e., in
“landscape” mode), the test field was translated under each
camera with ω and φ being nominally 0°. Four more transla-
tion rounds were repeated where the test field was rotated
around the X- and Y-axes in such a way that the range in ω
and φwas between 30° and 65°. The test field was then rotated
with κ ≅ +90° or −90° (i.e., in “portrait”mode), and five more
similar translation rounds were performed.

In order to evenly fill out the entire usable image format
of each camera with targets, the described translations and
rotations of the test field were performed under each camera.
This target distribution was required so that the lens distor-
tion coefficients for each camera could be estimated reliably.
Figure 6 shows two examples of all the image coordinate
measurements acquired within the format of a particular
camera superimposed on a photograph taken by that camera.

4. Experimental Results

The experimental results related to the proposed multica-
mera multisystem calibration methodology are presented
next. The tests for estimating the IOPs, the CMPs, or the
IOPs and CMPs simultaneously are as follows:

(i) Estimation of IOPs in an individual camera calibra-
tion versus calibration of multiple cameras simulta-
neously with no ROCs versus calibration of
multiple cameras as a system with built-in ROCs

(ii) Estimation of CMPs in a two-step calibration versus
a one-step calibration with or without prior knowl-
edge of the IOPs

(iii) Estimation of all system calibration parameters (i.e.,
IOPs and CMPs) simultaneously for individual mul-
ticamera systems versus for multiple multicamera
systems within the same adjustment

Comparison of the various calibration parameter out-
comes is also performed using a previously developed system
stability analysis tool [26].

Note that for all the bundle adjustments run in the exper-
imental results, the coordinate frame was always the same.
The datum was defined by fixing six coordinates and by
including observations for the six spatial distances between
the four outermost targets on the test field. Thus, the datum
definition was minimally constrained (with redundancy for
the scale). Also note that except for the six fixed coordinates,
all coordinates for the targets on the board were used as
unknowns in the adjustments. Also, note that while not all
targets were observed in each acquired image, all targets were
used in all solutions.

4.1. IOP Estimation Test. After an in situ system calibration
data set was acquired using the portable test field, the data
were processed in three different ways in order to assess the
estimation quality of the IOPs.

(i) A separate bundle adjustment was run for each cam-
era in order to calibrate each camera individually.

(ii) A single bundle adjustment without using any ROCs
was run with all cameras in order to calibrate all the
cameras simultaneously.

(iii) A single bundle adjustment with a reference camera
and built-in ROCs was run in order to calibrate the
cameras as a system.

The results from the IOP estimation test are summarized
in Table 2. A “per camera normalization” was applied to
some of the adjustment quantities in the multiple camera cal-
ibration and system calibration columns, that is, the quantity
in question was divided by the number of cameras for a more
objective comparison. Note that even though some variation
in the quality of the image coordinate measurements was
present in the different adjustments, a thorough investigation
as to whether it is necessary to perform any reweighting of
the measurements has not yet been conducted. While the
three types of adjustments had similar overall image coordi-
nate measurement precision, RMSExy, the range for the IOP
standard deviation values, σ, improved for the multiple cam-
era calibration and for the system calibration. The extra
intersecting light rays, coming from the increased number
of image point observations for the same object space targets,
increased the redundancy and strengthened the adjustment
geometrically [36]. Figure 7 shows a comparison between
the network geometry for a single camera calibration versus
all cameras involved in the system. Additionally, the decrease
in the number of unknowns for the system calibration further
improved the redundancy compared to the multiple camera
calibration. It can be thus concluded that in terms of the
IOP estimation, the proposed system calibration yielded the
strongest solution.

The same additional parameter (AP) model was used in
all three types of bundle adjustments for the conducted IOP
test. It was decided that the k1, k2, p1, and p2 coefficients were
sufficient to adequately model the systematic error present in

Figure 5: Sample placement of the portable test field around the
piston of the hydraulic actuator.
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the image coordinate observations for the cameras involved
in the system. Without these APs, the size of some of the
residuals was several times the size of a pixel, which was
deemed unacceptably large.

4.2. CMP Estimation Tests. The quality of the CMP estima-
tion was also tested with the in situ system calibration data
set. Four system calibration scenarios were tested.

(1) A traditional-style bundle adjustment where the
IOPs for all the cameras were taken from the individ-
ual camera calibrations in the previous subsection
and were kept as fixed constants

(2) A self-calibrating traditional-style bundle adjustment

(3) The proposed bundle adjustment with a reference
camera and built-in ROCs where the IOPs for all
cameras were again taken from the individual camera
calibrations in the previous subsection and were kept
as fixed constants

(4) The proposed bundle adjustment with a reference
camera and built-in ROCs in self-calibrating mode

Note that these four system calibration scenarios corre-
spond to the types of system calibrations described in Section
2.3 and listed in Table 1. The results from the CMP estima-
tion test are summarized in Table 3. As previously explained,
the former two approaches require two steps for the CMP
estimation. For this system, there were many observation
epochs where the reference camera did not observe the test
field, and the majority of the cameras did not have any over-
lap with the reference camera in any of the observation
epochs; in fact, the test field was only seen by two to four
cameras at a time. Thus, none of the CMPs can be derived
for all observation epochs, and the CMPs of some cameras
can only be derived through a daisy chain with one or more
intermediate cameras. It is suggested that some sort of
weighted averaging or an additional higher level adjustment
must be performed in order to avoid an arbitrary solution,
that is, to achieve a proper CMP estimation. Such solution
was however not implemented for this paper.

The latter two approaches, as previously explained, were
able to solve for the CMPs in one step. It should be empha-
sized that while the method where precalibrated cameras
were used seemed to have better CMP standard deviation
values, σ, especially for the rotational CMPs; the method with

Table 2: Results for the IOP estimation test of the cameras belonging to the system.

Adjustment quantities/types of camera calibration Individual camera calibration Multiple camera calibration System calibration

RMSExy [μm] 0.78–1.05 0.90 1.03

Number of images 17-18 139 139

Norm’d number of images 17-18 17.4 17.4

Number of image points 783–1086 7649 7649

Norm’d number of image points 783–1086 956.1 956.1

Average number of points/images 45.7–63.9 55.0 55.0

Number of epochs 17-18 41 41

Average number of images/epochs 1 3.4 3.4

cck , xp, yp, σ range [μm] 2–8 2–5 2–4

Number of unknowns 364–370 1145 599

Norm’d number of unknowns 364–370 143.1 74.9

Redundancy 1196–1808 14,153 14,699

Norm’d redundancy 1196–1808 1769.1 1837.4

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Examples of an entire image format (a) and of a usable portion of an image format (b) for different cameras being filled with targets.
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self-calibration is still the preferred one. This is because the
system consists of eight cameras, and it is not practical
to run nine different adjustments in order to solve for all
the IOPs and CMPs. Also, if the cameras were truly preca-
librated (i.e., they were calibrated in a different location
prior to being installed in the structures laboratory), there
would be no guarantee that the previously estimated IOPs
would still be valid.

In addition to analyzing the standard deviations of the
estimated CMPs, the two one-step system calibration
approaches can also be compared using a method for system
stability analysis referred to as “object space parallax in image
space units” [26]. While the issue here is not a matter of
actual (in)stability, this system stability analysis tool can be
used to check the compatibility between the two different
system calibration approaches. This method quantifies/pro-
vides a numerical measure of the differences between two sets
of calibration parameters based on a number of image and
object space simulations. The results are shown in Table 4.
Note that Habib et al. [26] output an image space RMSE only,

while here an object space RMSE is also shown. The object
space RMSE is computed by scaling the image space RMSE
by the ratio of the object-to-camera depth over the average
value of the principal distance. Since the object-to-camera
depth could vary, reasonable “near field” and “far field”

Table 3: Results for the CMP estimation test.

Adjustment quantities/types of system calibration (1) Pre + trad (2) Trad + self (3) Pre + prop (4) Prop + self

RMSExy [μm] 0.99 0.90 1.20 1.03

Number of images 139 139 139 139

Number of image points 7661 7649 7661 7649

Average number of points/images 55.1 55.0 55.1 55.0

Number of epochs 41 41 41 41

Average number of images/epochs 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

Positional CMP σ range [mm] N/A N/A 0.02–0.4 0.04–0.3

Rotational CMP σ range [″] N/A N/A 2–12 4–40

Number of unknowns 1089 1145 543 599

Redundancy 14,233 14,153 14,779 14,699

pre: precalibration of individual cameras; trad: traditional-style bundle adjustment; prop: proposed bundle adjustment with built-in ROCs; self: self-
calibration mode.
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Figure 7: Example network geometry for the calibration of a single camera (a) versus the simultaneous calibration of all cameras
involved in the system (b). The camera stations are shown as black circles, the camera x-axis is in red, its y-axis is in green, and its z-axis
is in blue. The checkerboard targets on the portable test field are shown as black crosses, and the magenta lines indicate distance
measurements used for scale definition.

Table 4: Check for the image and object space compatibility
between the two system calibration approaches (i.e., calibration
scenarios three and four).

Camera pairs/total
RMSEs

Image space RMSE
[px]

Object space RMSE
[mm]

Cams 1 & 2 1.00 0.37–0.44

Cams 2 & 3 0.49 0.20–0.24

Cams 3 & 4 0.36 0.19–0.23

Cams 4 & 5 0.47 0.25–0.30

Cams 5 & 6 0.26 0.11–0.13

Cams 6 & 7 0.36 0.15–0.17

Cams 7 & 8 0.63 0.23–0.28
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values are picked and a range of object space RMSEs is
reported. The total image space RMSE value for any
camera pair was one pixel or less, while the total object
space RMSE value ranged from 0.11mm to 0.44mm
depending on the camera pair and the camera to object
distance. Since the 3D reconstruction for the beam in this
research initiative was based on pixel level image match-
ing, and the sought after object space precision was
0.5mm, the compatibility between the two types of system
calibration solutions was considered satisfactory.

4.3. Individual versus Multisystem Calibration Tests.
Additional system calibration data sets were acquired during
a multiday beam deflection experiment. Each calibration data
set was collected before any actual deflection observations
were made on that particular day. Three calibration data sets
referred to as Day 1, Day 2, and Day 3 were processed in two
different ways which are as follows:

(i) As three individual multicamera system calibrations
where each calibration data set was treated as a
separate system

(ii) As a multicamera multisystem calibration where the
three calibration data sets were combined in a single
adjustment, but the data sets from the different days
were treated as separate systems

The results from the individual system calibrations can
be seen under the Day 1, Day 2, and Day 3 columns of
Table 5. The proposed multicamera system calibration was
applied, where the IOPs and CMPs for all the cameras in
the system were estimated simultaneously. Since the network
geometry of the different data sets was kept consistent, the
standard deviations for the estimated parameters had similar
ranges. The only noticeable differences in the adjustment
quantities were in the total number of image points. This

was due to the slight difference in the number of observation
epochs and thus the number of images.

The result from the multisystem calibration can be seen
under the Days 1+ 2+3 column of Table 5. Note that a
“per system normalization” was applied to some of the
adjustment quantities in the last column of the table, that
is, some of the quantities were divided by the number of sys-
tems in order to make the comparisons more objective. It
should also be noted that the object space coordinates of
the portable test field were what tied the three systems in this
adjustment. Thus, the assumption for this type of solution
was that the test field did not deform during the multiday
experiment. In the individual versus multicamera calibration
test in Section 4.1, there was an improvement in both the net-
work geometry and the redundancy of the bundle adjust-
ment. Since the network geometry between the different
systems was similar, in this individual versus multisystem
calibration test, the improvement was only in the redun-
dancy. Due to the greater redundancy, it would be expected
that the precision values for the IOP and CMP ranges would
improve for the Days 1+2+ 3 calibration compared to the
calibrations for the individual days. According to Table 5,
however, this was not the case. A speculation as to why this
was would be that the test field did experience some level of
deformation during the multiday experiment. Nevertheless,
the multisystem calibration is still a practical option as mul-
tiple data sets can be run in the same adjustment (i.e., three
versus one runs in this case). Also, since all the data sets share
the same object space, potentially more realistic system sta-
bility analysis can be performed.

In addition to analyzing the adjustment quantities
from the two system calibration approaches, the results from
the individual versus multisystem calibrations can be com-
pared again via a system stability analysis method. More
specifically, the Day 1 individual versus Day 1 multisystem,
Day 2 individual versus Day 2 multisystem, and Day 3

Table 5: Results for the individual versus multisystem calibration test.

Adjustment quantities/system calibrations Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Days 1 + 2 + 3

RMSExy [μm] 1.33 1.27 1.27 1.43

Number of images 220 229 217 666

Norm’d number of images 220 229 217 222

Number of image points 12,653 13,188 12,526 38,330

Norm’d number of image points 12,653 13,188 12,526 12,776.7

Average number of points/image 57.5 57.6 57.7 57.6

Number of epochs 68 67 66 201

Norm’d number of epochs 68 67 66 67.0

Norm’d number of images/epochs 3.2 3.4 3.3 3.3

cck , xp, yp, σ range [μm] 1.4–3.8 1.3–3.4 1.3–3.5 1.4–3.9

Positional CMP σ range [mm] 0.04–0.44 0.04–0.41 0.04–0.41 0.04–0.47

Rotational CMP σ range [″] 3.6–40.6 3.4–37.5 3.5–37.7 3.6–42.0

Number of unknowns 755 749 743 1749

Norm’d number of unknowns 755 749 743 583

Redundancy 24,551 25,627 24,309 74,911

Norm’d redundancy 24,551 25,627 24,309 24,970.3
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individual versus Day 3 multisystem comparisons are listed
in Table 6. The total image space RMSE value for any camera
pair was under one pixel, while the total object space RMSE
ranged from 0.05mm to 0.44mm. Again, the compatibility
between the two types of system calibration solutions was
considered acceptable for the work in this research initiative.

5. Conclusions

A mathematical model for a more straightforward-to-
implement multicamera system calibration was described in
this paper. The model was based on the use of a single or
multiple reference camera(s) and built-in relative orientation
constraints where the IOPs and the CMPs for all the cameras
were explicitly estimated simultaneously in a single step. The
complexity of the system calibration model is not affected by
the number of cameras in the system or the number of obser-
vation epochs. The implemented adjustment for this model
was able to handle an individual camera calibration, a
calibration of multiple nonconstrained cameras, an individ-
ual multicamera system calibration, and a multicamera
multisystem calibration. Moreover, an in situ multicamera
system calibration routine was carried out, where a newly
designed portable calibration test field was used. A notable
feature of the test field was that it had a piece cut out of it
in order for it to fit around otherwise obstructing objects.
This routine fulfilled the requirements for a successful
calibration, that is, it ensured that a suitable network geome-
try is present and that the usable image format for all cameras
involved in the system had an even distribution of targets. It
also proved that the multicamera system or multicamera
multisystem calibration yielded the most practical and the
strongest adjustment solutions due to the increased number
of observations, the reduced number of unknowns, and the
improved network geometry.

While the precision achieved by the system was con-
sidered sufficient for the 3D reconstruction in this research
work, there are a few aspects of the calibration that can
be improved.

(i) Explore different AP models in order to further
optimize the precision of the results.

(ii) Investigate if the image coordinate measurement
precision differs between cameras or images.

(iii) Experiment with modifying the test field in order
to turn it from a 2D one to a 3D one so as to reduce
the level of projective compensation or high correla-
tions between and within the interior and exterior
orientation parameters and also to make it less prone
to any deformations.

(iv) Perform RMSE analysis for the 3D object space
coordinates of the target points or distances between
them; the ground truth values should be provided by
a coordinate measuring machine or laser interfer-
ometry, that is, techniques which can achieve accu-
racy at the micron level.

(v) Test if the calibration procedure can be run on a
divergent multicamera system; this is important as
some multicamera systems are being set up with
divergent geometry due to preferences of coverage
over network strength.
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